
What makes the Horner Motor Division stick out 

from most motor shops besides the breadth of ser-

vices it offers is its ability to fix and problem solve 

non-standard motors and equipment. We employ 

some of the best winders and mechanics whose 

knowledge is uncomparable. 

We received a 2000 HP Mill Stand motor from an 

aluminum plant for repair. Fractures were found 

in the risers exiting the communtator bars with 

a design from Siemens that would definitely be 

considered “non-standard.” Many of the design 

characterizations were due to lots of horsepower 

in a fairly small frame. 

We replaced the commutator, windings, and 

equalizers in the armature which required the 

equalizers to be built from scratch. The only thing 

we got was the conductors themselves. We fab-

ricated a jig to help facilitate building this part of 

the armature. 

We also upgraded the brushes, holders, springs, 

and quick disconnects to a more modern style 

that is much easier to work with in the field when 

it comes time to change the brushes. 

All of this work was performed on a rush/over-

time basis and took several months to complete. 

Special thanks to: Keith Pelley who did 100% of 

the winding, Billy Burge, Erik Lehman and Starsun  

Hendrix for the assembly and disassembly, and 

Paul Crutchefield at Horner Industrial Coatings 

who did all the welding.

 

Horner Insider

Non Standard 2000 HP Mill Stand Motor by: Todd Cochran
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Horner Lighting has developed a 

new product that was designed 

to replace and outlast traditional 

sports lights. Not only is this light 

perfect for illuminating stadiums, 

the Spot Light’s 48,000 or 87,000 

lumens is ideal for providing 

light from a far distance includ-

ing shining into high heat/hazard-

ous areas, train yards, or dimly 

lit surface parking lots with few 

power poles. As an alternative 

to stadium lights, the Spot Light 

provides a much more efficient 

and brighter option. Not only does 

the Spot light shine more lumens 

per watt than traditional stadium 

lights, they last almost twice as 

long. The Spot Light has been 

available for sale since the first 

of the year. 

New Product: 
Multipurpose High 

Output Light
by: Cole Beanblossom



Warehouse Expands 
to New Heights

by: Tim Morris

Out with the old and in with the 

new, we spent the first days of 

the New Year cleaning out the 

warehouse and erecting taller 

racks.  Warehouse space is at 

premium and many of our cus-

tomers like storing motors and 

other equipment with Horner, 

so they have spares nearby in 

case of a breakdown. One of 

our largest Warehouse users, 

Toshiba, has even asked for 

more space, 33,000 to 50,000 

square feet to bring in more 

inventory. This will be over 

50% of our current space.  

Special thanks to Kerry Howell, 

Jesus Parra, Jonathan Parra, 

Don Pence aka “Tiny”, Landon 

Herbert, and Adam Smith for 

assisting in reorganizing.

Before

After

Horner/Peerless Pump Partnership  by:Terry Thorne
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Horner Industrial Group is 

proud to announce the pres-

tigious recognition of being 

appointed as an Approved 

Service Provider, by Peerless 

Pump, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

The agreement became effec-

tive on January 23rd, 2020 

and is assigned to Horner 

Industrial’s 940 S. West Street 

facility. As a result of this 

appointment,  Horner is now 

authorized by Peerless Pump 

to provide Factory Warranty 

and after-market repairs on all 

pumps currently and previous-

ly manufactured by Peerless 

Pump. 

The agreement also allows  

Horner the opportunity to 

provide new, factory certified 

replacement parts as well 

as the opportunity to recer-

tify a Peerless Pump once the 

repair has been completed. 

Whenever any manufacturer’s 

pump is sent in for repair and it 

is deemed to be uneconomical 

to repair after teardown and 

inspection, Horner will have 

the opportunity to replace that 

pump with a new Peerless 

Pump. 

Horner Industrial’s Thermal 

Spray and Industrial Coatings 

Division and Peerless Pump’s 

Service Department have 

already had the opportunity 

to work in conjunction with 

each other to provide one of 

their customer’s with unsur-

passed service by providing a 

solution not available by any 

other pump company.  One 

such example was a verti-

cal turbine pump that came 

in around Thanksgiving 2019 

and needed to be repaired and 

returned by the end of the year. 

The impeller was destroyed 

by most pump repair facilities 

definitions and the timeframe 

to get the raw casting alone 

for the impeller was the end of 

January 2020. The wear ring 

section of the pump had signifi-

cant damage due to corrosion 

and those parts had a long 

lead time as well. Peerless 

Pump contacted us to help pro-

vide a solution. Our Thermal 

Spray and Industrial Coatings 

Division worked in conjunc-

tion with Peerless to repair the 

damaged impeller and wear 

rings to like new condition uti-

lizing Horner Industrial’s exclu-

sive ThermalLoct® process 

and Twin-Arc Thermal Spray. 

The result was Peerless being 

able to return the pump back 

to their customer in a restored, 

like new, condition by the end 

of 2019. The pictures are the 

before and after of the repair 

that was coordinated by Horner 

and Peerless.

Horner Industrial Group is hum-

bled to be recognized for this 

most prestigious appointment 

and we’re looking forward to 

a mutual, long-lasting relation-

ship with the Peerless Pump 

Company as an Authorized 

Service Provider for years to 

come. 

  

 



Jim Howson grew up in Boone County 

Indiana, where he grew up surrounded by 

corn fields and raised 40 head of cattle, with 

an assortment of horses and ponies. When 

Jim got older he joined the Navy at a young 

age and spent the next four years assigned 

to the Ballistic Missile Submarine, Stonewall 

Jackson, SSBN 634 Blue Crew. His first two 

years he worked on his boat qualifications, 

and when improved he earned his Dolphins 

and became a Torpedoman.

Jim was stationed in New London, CT for 

two and half years and the Portsmouth 

Navel Shipyard for the rest of the time on 

board.While in Portsmouth, he met his first 

wife and had his son, Jacob. He left the 

Navy after that as a 2nd Class Petty Officer 

four years and one month after enlisting. 

After returning to Indiana from the Navy, 

Jim used his GI Bill to fund his AS Degree 

in Electrical and Electronics at Ivy Tech. 

Upon graduating he worked for Howard W 

Sams who published PhotoFact. These are 

technical documents that supported the TV 

repair industry. They contained schematics, 

component cross reference, and trouble-

shooting guides. His job as the Product 

Engineer was to call out the semiconductor 

components and cross reference them with 

other electronic component manufacturers 

part numbers. And when computers came 

around Jim’s job was eliminated. 

Jim met his second wife and best friend, 

Deb while working for Farm Bureau Co-op 

at the warehouse and as a truck driver. With 

it being a Union job, he would get laid off 

when it was not busy and would hop around 

to different departments. Then a friend that 

had gone to college with Jim worked for 

Horner, and he got to know alot of Horner 

employees being the first baseman for 

the Horner’s softball team. Jim started at 

Horner in 1986 as a control panel builder 

and married Deb the same year. 

Jim learned electrical construction and 

moved up to a field service role where 

he learned Vfd Installation and service, 

motor control troubleshooting, power distri-

bution and power line construction. He then 

moved into the assistant EFS manager, and 

became a licensed Master Electrician. He 

then moved into the EFS manager role. The 

last couple of years he has been winding 

down as the electrical estimator.

Jim says he cannot believe how fast the 

34 years had gone by. “I am proud to be 

part of the growth of this company. My 

thanks to Mary, George, Philip and espe-

cially Alan Horner. What a wonderful family 

you allowed me to be a part of.” What is 

he going to do now that he is retired? He 

says he looks forward to developing skills in 

woodworking, fly fishing, rediscovering his 

golf game, and spending more time travel-

ing with the family. “I look forward to main-

taining the friendships that i have developed 

over the years.” 

Jim, we thank you for your years, your hard 

work and time away from your family. We 

wish you the best in your retirement! 

                

 

Jim Howson, EFS, 
Retires After 34 Years 

With Horner
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Manufacturer Error 
Servo Repair 
by: Dennis Gaddis

Horner received a call from a 

customer that makes auto com-

ponents and parts, requesting 

us to look at a Servo that they 

believed had a bearing problem. 

Once we looked at the Servo 

motor, the unit actually had a 

rotor problem. The rotor mag-

nets on this unit were dragging 

and damaged the stator core 

and rotor. The motor was new 

from the factory and looked to 

have had a problem with the 

casting of the end bell. This was 

never corrected properly from 

the manufacturer and the manu-

facturer welded the end bell 

trying to correct damaged web-

bing on the casting! Wow!  This 

looked to have caused it to warp 

the housing causing it to change 

the air gap tolerance. We don’t 

normally see a new unit with 

welding on the casting from the 

OEM factory. Just another oddity 

in the Motor repair!

Horner 401K 
by: Tom Berkopes

Our 401K Plan had a great year 

in 2019 thanks to a booming 

stock market, a record amount 

of Employee Deferrals, and a 

sizeable Horner Match.  As of 

January 1, 2020, there were 

approximately 320 employees 

eligible to be in the Plan from 

Horner Industrial and Horner 

APG combined, with about 35 

not currently contributing to 

the Plan.  If you are currently 

NOT in the Plan, or if you have 

been thinking about increasing 

your deferral percentage you 

may contact One America at 

317.285.1111 and a customer 

service representative will pro-

cess your request.  You could 

also visit their website at www.

oneamerica.com where they 

have lots of tools and infor-

mation for you to make your 

investment option decisions.  If 

you need additional assistance 

please give Kelly Russell, ext 

20232 or Barb Spangler, ext 

20222 in Human Resources a 

call.

I asked our Plan Sponsor, One 

America, to compile some sta-

tistics on how much has been 

deferred by employees, how 

large the Horner match is, and 

the ending balance in the Plan 

under their safekeeping.  Below 

are the results of that for the last 

7 years, with 2019 showing a 

large increase over 2018.

Don’t forget, our 401K Plan is 

great way to save for retire-

ment, the Horner Match com-

pounds your returns, and your 

contributions are not subject to 

tax until you withdraw them.  

The Plan has a wide variety 

of investments you can select 

from stocks to bonds to money 

market funds.

Our New Faces

Jennifer Warren
Prod. Tech
APG

Gabriel O’Keefe
Engineering Tech
APG

Lucas Hall
Helper
Indy

Austin Gould
Helper
Indy

James Melsheimer
Mechanic Trainee
Indy

Seth Foulke
Parts Cleaner
Springfield

Andrew Ridenour
Machinist
Machining Services

John Martinez
Helper
Indy

Rachel Jouiles
Shipping/Rec.
Springfield
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The pictures shown are from a recent 

job that was just completed for one of 

Horner’s customers. The impeller in 

the pictures is part of a sewage pump 

that had been in use for years and was 

removed from service when it finally failed.  

Picture #1 shows the 16” impeller in it’s “as 

received” condition, (cleaned of course). 

As you can see, the wear ring was broken 

completely off of the impeller, which is 

what caused the failure. What you can’t 

see is that the metal on the impeller is so 

thin you could poke a screwdriver through 

it in some places.  A replacement impeller 

had a quoted delivery of 14 weeks and the 

customer wasn’t able to wait that long, so 

the only option was to restore it. Picture #2 

shows the same impeller during the res-

toration process which we refer to as the 

Horner ThermalLoct™ process. Note that 

we were able to create a new wear ring by 

using our Twin Arc Thermal Spray process. 

This is new metal that was sprayed onto 

the existing surface to build up the area 

where the old wear ring had been to re-

create a new wear ring. We then sprayed 

the entire impeller with Bronze to build up 

the surface thickness to original dimen-

sions. What you’re seeing in the picture is 

the impeller during the machining process 

where we’re machining the bronze spray 

to final dimension. You can see the raw 

bronze spray inside the flights of the impel-

ler. Note that the original impeller was cast 

iron and the replacement impeller would 

have also been cast iron which would have 

been subject to the same level of corrosion 

the original impeller was exposed to. We 

sprayed a base coat metal on the impeller 

first, then over-sprayed that with bronze. 

To create a significantly harder, corrosion 

resistant surface than the original impeller.       

Picture #3 shows the same impeller in it’s 

finished state. The entire impeller, except 

for the wear ring, was coated with Loctite 

Ceramic coating. This coating in and of 

itself has excellent wear properties, how-

ever, combined with the Horner’s Twin 

Arc Thermal Spray process it completes 

Horner’s ThermalLoct™ process resulting 

in unparalleled abrasion resistance while 

extending the pumps functional life by mul-

tiple times. Not to mention that the Loctite 

finish coat will bring the pump’s efficiency 

close to it’s original efficiency and will hold 

it there for a longer period of time than if the 

impeller wasn’t coated. 

 

Total Restoration of Wastewater Pump Impeller Using Horner’s 
ThermalLoct™ Process by: Terry Thorne 
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It’s Not Just a Day 
Shift World

by: Wendy DeFabis and 
Randy Isley

A company in Indianapolis that 

burns trash and recycles the 

metal had a rotating drum mag-

net that pulls metal from the 

trash, sorting it so the com-

pany can then sell or recycle 

the material. This drum had a 

bearing failure which caused a 

huge hole in the unit and they 

sent it to the manufacturer for 

repair which was 12 weeks out. 

They pulled the spare from the 

boneyard and sent it to Horner 

to fix it up for them to use in their 

process. This means their scrap 

metal sorting is out of produc-

tion and income is being lost. 

Horner Machining Services 

came to the rescue working 

overnight to get this part up and 

running. The problem with the 

part was that it had a huge dent 

in the back which caused it not 

to rotate. Overnight the guys 

worked using hydraulic jacks to 

set it and push out the dent. The 

customer had a crane sched-

uled in the morning and the 

guys worked overnight to insure 

the customer had their equip-

ment in time. 

Special thanks to Bill Stinson, 

Chuck Sahm, Donnie Tressler, 

Stan Moore and Chuck Dowell 

for going above and beyond!
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We survived yet another year!  

MFS had another good year 

in a number of different areas 

of measurement. We achieved, 

and actually surpassed our 

sales goal for the year. 

Another achievement was to 

add to the number of people 

that we have in MFS, we are at 

the highest that we have ever 

been as far as head count.  

Our Fleet was improved this 

year with having the newest 

average age of Vehicles in 

MFS, we still have some trucks 

with high mileage, but it is an 

improvement over the same 

measurement from the start of 

2019.

Our challenges now for 2020 

are significant.  We need to 

repeat and improve upon the 

billing and profitability of 2019.  

We have newer guys that we 

have to concentrate on training, 

to get the full benefit of having 

the additional people.  These 

things are more easily identified 

than accomplished.

We have our work cut out for 

us, but as a TEAM, we can 

absolutely achieve those goals.  

But that “team”  is not just within 

MFS alone.  

*It will take the continued sup-

port of the sales group, to find 

those opportunities for us.  

*It requires the support and 

communications between the 

operations to allow the staffing 

and scheduling to be juggled 

when needed.  

*It is dependent on the sup-

port that is gotten from the 

other operations in repairing 

the “stuff” we may drag into the 

shops. 

* We lean on the safety efforts 

of the entire company to keep 

us qualified to access our cus-

tomers facilities.  And the safety 

efforts of each and every MFS 

guy, accepting the responsibili-

ty for his own safety, as well the 

other Horner employees they 

may be working with.

*And last but not least, it is the 

skills and capabilities of the 

MFS guys to go, and do what 

they do.  Take care of the cus-

tomer.

We do have a great team, and 

when we are all performing, it 

is a great thing to see, and be 

a part of.

Mechanical Field Service Growing  by: Ralph Coonce
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Dave Powell, SMT Supervisor, APG Retires  by: Jennifer Warren

Dave Powell is beginning the adventure 

of retirement after having joined the work 

force at 12 years old when he worked for 

his family’s business. He continued there 

until graduating high school and going 

to trade school where he discovered a 

passion for learning and working in the 

electronic field. This passion would remain 

a constant throughout his working life and 

beyond.

While at trade school, Dave studied 

Electronic Technology and eventually 

began employment at Recommended 

TV Service for the following three years. 

He then spent the next 15 years split-

ting his time between Recommended TV 

Service and Sears Service Center where 

he worked as a troubleshooter and gained 

a reputation as a man “who could fix any-

thing.” 

For the next 23 years, Dave excelled as 

an equipment and fixture builder as well 

as debugger at Mallory Controls, which 

later rebranded to Emerson Controls. He 

advanced to become a team leader, build-

ing machines and testers for manufactur-

ing plants. Powell also put his gifts to train-

ing new technicians and performing repairs 

and debugging. 

During this time, Dave attended IUPUI 

part time to work toward an Electrical 

Engineering Degree until persistent diz-

ziness forced him to stop. However, in 

spite of this obstacle, he remained on the 

Dean’s List for the entirety of his time in 

College. He then took an Operator posi-

tion at Diversified Systems after Emerson 

downsized. While there, he was promoted 

to Lead Machine Repair Technician and 

Preventative Maintenance Technician. 

After Diversified System Inc’s eventual 

downsizing, Dave made his final move to 

Horner APG where he spent the next 9 

years as the SMT supervisor. During his 

tenure, he used his excellence in leader-

ship, in knowledge, and in work ethic to 

advance the company. He retained his 

reputation as the go-to person for repairs, 

keeping the machines running smoothly, 

and ultimately, saving time and expense 

for Horner.

Now on to his next adventure, Dave looks 

forward to getting some much-needed rest 

and attending to his health. More impor-

tantly, he anticipates spending more time 

with his four children and nine grandchil-

dren. In addition to increased time with 

family, he intends to make time for hobbies 

such as fishing, puzzles, and travel. He 

even built his own table with the capacity 

to hold up to 5000-piece puzzles. Although 

he is retiring, he means to remain active 

and leaves the door open to coming back 

to perform occasional machine repairs and 

maintenance and to lending his knowledge 

for problem-solving. As sorry as we are to 

lose Dave’s knowledge, dedication, experi-

ence, and hard work, his Horner family is 

happy for him to start this new chapter. 

 



Meet Derek Phelps: 
Mechanic, Louisville

Derek works as a Mechanic out 

of the Louisville shop, he has 

been in the motor industry for over 

20 years and is a true asset to 

the operation down in Louisville. 

In High school he studied auto 

mechanics where he fell in love 

with cars. After school he worked 

for NIMCO, Zoller Pump, and 

Clark Electric before coming to 

Horner. He started out washing 

parts and working in the grind-

ing room and each job he had 

he learned more and more.... 

and today he has alot of knowl-

edge and works as an AC/DC 

mechanic.  In his free time he 

works on his two cars: 1969 Nova 

that he has had since he was 17 

years old, and his 1972 Duster. 

He attends car shows, and once 

in awhile takes them to the drag 

strip. He races for fun at the 

Ohio Valley Raceway and US 60 

Raceway. You can find him on 

Facebook, say Hi sometime!
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A facility management group 

for a major electrical grid 

distribution network for the 

Eastern and Midwestern area 

of the country, called Fan and 

Fabrication to build and deliver 

two catwalk maintenance plat-

forms. Upon Horner Fan and 

Fab’s completion of the job, the 

customer tried unsucessfully to 

find someone to install them.  

The reason being is that the 

platforms consisted of two sec-

tions approximately 5 feet wide 

and 9 feet long weighing in 

at 800lbs each. The platforms 

had to be lifted 13 feet off the 

floor, around, up and through 

conduit, fans, sprinkler heads, 

fire detection sensors, unist-

strut, and other obstacles all 

over a 14,500 volt transfromer. 

The customer said it would 

take an “act of congress” to 

move any conduit or other 

interfering obstacles out of the 

way, so Horner had to work 

around it. And to top it off, the 

room would not allow all the 

legs of the spider crane to  be 

fully extended so the limited 

movement of the crane was 

adding to the challenge. 

Only Horner would agree to 

install, all other contracters 

turned the job down. Horner 

was able to come to the res-

cue! Horner was able to com-

plete the install in 2 days. I cant 

thank my team enough for all 

their hard work and problem 

solving!

Catwalk Maintenance Platforms 
by: Brad Snodgrass and Dennis Cardwell



Meet Bill Honeycutt: 
Logistics Manager

Bill Honeycutt works as the 

Logistics Manager for headquar-

ters. One of his passion’s is enter-

taining by BBQ. Bill has always 

loved to host and bring his family 

together through having a meal.  

It’s not uncommon to have 30+ 

over for dinner. He has been mar-

ried for 42 years to his wife Terri, 

where they have adopted 3 chil-

dren and have 9 grandchildren. 

Bill lived outside of Dallas, TX for 

7 years where he developed his 

love for BBQ and brought that back 

to Indianapolis. Bill and his wife 

started off cooking and entertain-

ing family and then slowly worked 

into church events and fundrais-

ers. Now he owns a commercial 

smoker and a trailer to do mobile 

catering. Bill says this will keep him 

busy after he retires.  Bill’s favorite 

thing to cook: Rib Tips and he says 

his secret to BBQing is keeping 

it basic: salt, pepper, a few other 

spices and smoke. Don’t overcom-

plicate it. 

Bill is currently taking custom meat 

orders and from his reviews you 

wont regret it! Text him and let’s 

support our fellow employees! 

317-538-5023
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Horner Industrial’s Louisville 

operation was recently given the 

opportunity to perform a repair 

on a portable, lighted, runway 

closure marker similar to the one 

in the picture above. When an 

airport has to make a decision 

to close a runway, due to an 

obstruction, maintenance or con-

struction being performed on the 

runway, they hitch the portable 

unit up to a pickup truck and 

drive it out to the runway that’s 

being closed. They then have 

the option to either connect it to 

120V power, if a source is near-

by, or run it off of the on-board 

generator. The operator extends 

the outriggers to stabalize the 

unit, they will then extend the 

arms to form a large “X”. Then 

the “X” is raised by a hydraulic 

cylinder into position, locked into 

place and turned on.  It has a 

couple of modes; one is steady 

state and the other is a flashing 

mode where it slowly flashes 

from bright to dim over approxi-

mately 6 seconds. 

In respect to this particular unit, 

“somebody”, who apparently 

knew enough about electricity 

not to get themselves killed, had 

tried to make repairs on the unit. 

When they realized they were 

in over their heard, the Airport 

Authority made a decision to 

send the unit to Horner Industrial 

to repair. This is the first unit 

we’ve ever worked on at the 

Louisville facility and it proved to 

be a challenge. 

The unit had multiple issues 

associated with it due to being 

neglected from a maintenance 

standpoint for an extended peri-

od of time . When the unit arrived 

at Louisville the generator only 

ran for a short period of time 

before shutting itself down. For 

the period of time that it did 

run the voltage output was all 

over the place. The DC genera-

tor itself had multiple mechanical 

issues that needed to be cor-

rected and the vast  majority of 

electrical connections had been 

worked on by “somebody” as 

noted earlier. 

Charlie Mings worked diligently 

to get all of the issues with the 

unit corrected. Most notably he 

got the generator repaired to 

the point that the output voltage 

stabilized, and he was also able 

to get all of the other electrical 

issues “somebody” had previ-

ously fixed, corrected. 

The Airport Authority was so 

pleased with the repair Horner 

Louisville did on the first unit,  

they’re planning on sending 

Horner Louisville another unit for 

repair. We’re hoping that “some-

body” didn’t try working on it first. 

Keeping Airline Passengers Safe in Louisville 
by: Terry Thorne



A Legend in His Own Time by: Mike Harper
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I first met Don Morris in 1985 when I spent 

a year in Indianapolis for field service train-

ing. Don had a quick wit and with a good 

sense of humor, so we hit it off well and 

have been friends ever since. 

Don was a mentor to me when I was out 

in the field at a customer’s facility and had 

a transformer problem. He was always a 

phone call away with troubleshooting sug-

gestions, making me appear much more 

intelligent about transformers, than I really 

was. I was usually a hero rather than a 

zero, when I left the customer’s facility – 

thanks to Don’s coaching. 

Yesterday, I dropped off an obsolete spe-

cialty coil to Don for rewind and I had the 

opportunity to ask him about his career so 

here is his story in his own words:

I first learned single phase and soon got 

bored with it so I asked Mac McLean, 

the shop manager, if I could try some 

DC work. Mac gave me a generator that 

needed rewinding. After the rewind work 

was completed, the generator would not 

produce any voltage. I asked Mac for help 

in finding what the problem was and his 

response was “figure it out” so I dismantled 

it and studied it until I found the problem. 

I had two positive polarities on adjacent 

field coils so I swapped some wires and it 

worked just fine. 

After I mastered the DC work, I asked Walt 

Corbin, the company president, for some 

more challenging work. He gave me a 

large bin of parts that was a job that was 

dismantled by a mechanic who had quit 

working for us. It was a rotary high fre-

quency transformer for a tube mill, which 

is fairly complex. I laid out all the parts like 

a puzzle and repaired the transformer. It 

worked well and I have been winding trans-

formers and coils, ever since. 

One day, Walt Corbin told me a story about 

Don and it went something like this: 

Walt said that word of Don getting upset 

and leaving work reached his desk. He 

knew Don did not drive a car to work so 

he got in his big Lincoln and drove down 

the street and saw Don walking down the 

sidewalk. Walt rolled down his window and 

asked Don if he needed a ride. Don got in 

his car and Walt took him to lunch to allow 

Don some time to vent his frustrations. 

Walt then drove Don back to his work 

bench and he has been there ever since, 

for the last 53 years.

Industrial Sales Awards

Randy Isley
Salesmen of the 
Year

Chris Probus
Most Lighting 
Sales for HIG

Joseph Motz
Most CoolBLUE 
Sales

Bert Serak
Best Improved 
Territory

Todd Cochran 
4 Million Club

David Coonce
4 Million Club



History of Fan and Fabrication  Berkopes

Indiana Fan & Fabrication operates as a 

division of Homer. It was founded in 1895 

and has been an Indianapolis operation 

ever since. 

Thomas Bemis moved to Indianapolis in 

1890 and worked several years for a pat-

tern and model maker. The company he 

worked for manufactured special machin-

ery parts, provided drafting and engineer-

ing services, and made patterns for various 

castings. The firm also acted as “inventors’ 

assistants,” manufacturing practical mod-

els of new inventions and supplying work-

ing drawings and blueprints. Bemis seems 

to have marketed the Triumph Exhaust 

Fan, which was used in laundries, engine 

and boiler rooms, theaters, and packing-

houses. 

One of, if not the first company to conceive 

the idea of attaching a fan blade to a water 

motor was started in 1895 by two very 

creative individuals, Thomas Bemis and 

Josiah B. Dill. Bemis, an inventor, was long 

associated with an iron and brass foundry 

in Indianapolis. Dill on the other hand 

was a druggist and, briefly, secretary and 

treasurer of the Duthie and Daggett Tool 

Company. Speculation has it that Bemis 

came up with the idea of the water fan and 

perhaps made a prototype in his foundry.

In 1895 Bemis, Dill, S.M. Dyer, and 

F.F. McCiea established the Specialty 

Manufacturing Company on Meridian 

Street. The company made patterns for 

various new parts and equipment, manu-

factured machinery, fans (belt driven, elec-

tric and water powered), and manufactured 

bicycles for a period around the turn of the 

century.

Between 1900 and 1902 Dill assumed 

the presidency of Specialty Manufacturing, 

and Bemis went on to own and operate 

his own company. Sometime in 1907 there 

was an issue that resulted in the renaming 

of the company to Indiana Fan Company. 

In 1918, Frank M. Graham began working 

at Indiana Fan Company. He had learned 

the sheet-metal trade in a shop run by 

his father. In 1937 the company was pur-

chased by Graham and continued to oper-

ate as Indiana Fan. In 1946, with the aid 

of an $8,000 loan, the company erected 

a new building at 427 S. Alabama Street.

The Graham family continued to produce 

air-moving equipment and did custom 

metal fabrication. Graham’s son-in-law, 

Simeon Hale, later managed and was the 

main stay of the business. Under Hale’s 

leadership the company continued to man-

ufacture heavy industrial fans, dust collec-

tion systems, as well as fabricating asso-

ciated metal items (support structures, 

ductwork, and transitions). Hale was a fas-

cinating individual who could design and 

layout a complex dust collection system on 

a matchbook cover. He even worked with 

some of lndiana Fan’s current employees.

Robert and Karen Dittemore purchased the 

company in 1975. In 1980 the building at 

427 S. Alabama was expanded and along 

with this expansion brought diversification. 

In the early 1990’ s the company incorpo-

rated automation to increase productivity, 

and make the company more competitive 

in an aggressive industry.

Horner Electric Company purchased 

Indiana Fan Company in 1997. In 2006 

Horner purchased Herman & Company, a 

small family owned structural steel fabri-

cator at 1100 East Maryland Street. After 

acquiring land at 2045 E. Washington 

Street, planning began to construct a 

new facility. This building was designed 

to be large enough to bring Indiana Fan & 

Fabrication and Herman Company under 

the same roof and also provide warehouse 

space for future expansions.
11
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401 K Education  
  
This is the second in a series of four articles 

which will be included in future Quarterly 

Newsletters to provide educational infor-

mation on your investment strategies and 

retirement planning. 

4 BASIC CONCEPTS OF INVESTING:  

Asset Classes | Risk and Return | 

Diversification | Ongoing Maintenance - 

Understanding your personal attitude 

toward risk will help you find a suitable 

allocation for your portfolio.

CONCEPT 2 – Risk and Return:  

Understanding your personal attitude 

toward risk will help you find a suitable 

allocation for your portfolio.  Risk is the 

potential for an investment to gain lose 

value.  Return is the change in value on 

an investment.  Understanding the rela-

tionship between risk and return is very 

important as you develop your investment 

strategy.  Determine your investor profile by 

answering a few questions about your risk 

tolerance at www.oneamerica.com/assetal-

location 

Investment Risk

Investing always involves risk.  There are 

no guarantees that an investment will grow 

in value.  Some people are comfortable 

taking on the risk of frequent ups and 

downs of the market in return for potentially 

greater long-term gains.  Others prefer the 

slower, less volatile, return of lower risk 

investments.

Different asset classes come with different 

levels of risk and return.  That idea is 

broken down even further when looking at 

the sub-asset classes within those asset 

classes.  For example:  

•The Large-Cap (invested in large estab-

lished companies), Mid-Cap (invested in 

medium sized companies), and Small-Cap 

(invested in small or startup companies), 

sub-asset classes relate to the size of the 

institution in which the fund is investing;

•The Value, Blend and Growth sub-asset 

classes are often called equity investment 

styles.  They refer to the characteristics of 

a fund in relation to certain factors such as 

growth, price/earnings, and dividend yield;

•There are also specialty sub-asset classes 

such as sector funds and international 

funds.

Inflation Risk

It is important to watch how much invest-

ment risk your portfolio is taking on.  

However, focusing only on investment risk 

your portfolio is taking on.  However, focus-

ing only on investment risk can leave you 

exposed to another less talked about risk 

– that risk is inflation and it can erode your 

account.

We all know that inflation can eat away 

at our money’s future purchasing power 

and have probably seen inflation in action.  

Inflation simply means that with each pass-

ing year the same amount of money buys 

less.

What you may not have though about is 

how inflation is affecting your investment 

portfolio.  Inflation risk refers to the risk that 

inflation will undermine the performance of 

your investment.  With inflation risk, if you r 

money doesn’t earn at least enough to stay 

ahead of inflation, you are actually falling 

behind.  Your dollars are losing value over 

time – even if you are invested in an asset 

option considered less risky.

Our next issue will cover Concept 3 – 

Diversification.  If you would like to receive 

a full copy of the 4 Basics of Investing, 

please contact Kelly or Barb in Human 

Resources.  



CNC in Cincinnati by: Rich Streitmarter

I would like to introduce a new addition 

to Cincinnati! It’s our Cool New Cuttin 

machine. That’s right, we now have a CNC 

lathe. If you want to get technical it’s a 

Computer Numerical Control lathe.

This is a big step towards our future 

for the Cincinnati shop. We have sev-

eral customers that require the same new 

parts machined on a repetitive basis. We 

have also had other requests from time 

to time to quote machining new parts 

per customer specs. This machine allows 

us to accomplish all of the above at a 

very competitive rate compared to manual 

machining.

This is a ProtoTrak lathe and it is designed 

specifically for 1) Single or small batch 

runs and 2) Easy To Use due to its 

Windows based software. This model is 

also designed to machine smaller parts. 

For new parts, the data entry can be made 

with either metric or standard dimensions. 

After programming is complete, the new 

program can be saved on a thumb drive. 

If there is an existing program, it can be 

loaded right at the machine or from our 

CAD computer in the office.

When we were evaluating the machine we 

had the ProtoTrak rep machine a piston 

that we regularly machine manually. The 

ProtoTrak was over 60% more efficient to 

machine one piece (this included the pro-

gramming) compared to manual machin-

ing. 

This CNC lathe will allow us to increase 

our workflow, increase our margins, or for 

competitive quote requests, we can lower 

our quotes to win additional work. 

We were able to obtain this unit on a 1 

year lease with a return or buy out option 

so we will be closely monitoring the suc-

cess over the next 12 months. I’ll provide 

an updated report at that time.
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Big Pump Work at Industrial Coatings by: Albert Anderon

Big things are happening over here at 

Horner Coatings. We’ve been seeing 

some “big” work come in.  We received 

in a large pump assembly consisting of a 

suction bell, a bowl and an impeller from 

a Utility. Now this isn’t out of the ordinary 

for us, unless you consider the size of 

the parts. The impeller is approximately 

3 foot in diameter and the bowl and bell 

are around 4 foot in diameter. This pump 

pulls in fresh water for the cooling tower 

at a local power plant. The suction bell 

will get the mating register restored with 

wire spray & machine and back to size. 

The bowl has two mating registers that 

will get restored as well as the wear ring 

inside of the unit. The impeller is the part 

that will see the most action. The blades 

have damage due to cavitation that will 

need to be repaired. To accomplish this, 

we will spray the worn areas to fill them up 

then grind them back to shape. After that 

is done the wear ring will get restored. Last 

but not least,  the impeller will be balanced 

and then everything will get a fresh coat of 

paint and then its out the door.
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A motor manufacturer that produces 

motors for the rail industry. Their facil-

ity in Dayton OH was devastated by a 

tornado on Memorial Day weekend, last 

year. Since then, the Horner Industrial 

Springfield Division has been assisting 

their engineers to get their products tested 

and prepared for shipment to their custom-

ers. 

Last month, we were asked to start up a 

program to wind new 100 HP fan stators 

for the customer. They sent one of their 

winding engineers to our shop for a week 

to teach us their winding methods and 

materials. The engineer was a winding 

supervisor at the Springfield shop, back 

in the pre-Horner days, so he was well 

received. 

Since the quantity of stators exceeds what 

Springfield division can produce, we solic-

ited the help of other Horner Industrial divi-

sions. Louisville Division was represented 

by Charlie Mings and Terre Haute divi-

sion represented by Kent Seavers. Alan 

Horner, Randy Jones, Dave Whited and 

Dave Howard have all visited a temporary 

facility that the customer has set up on the 

north side of Dayton to see how they wind 

their stators. 

I am proud to report that the Horner 

Industrial Springfield division winders have 

stepped up their game and are now 

producing 4 completed stators per week. 

These stators are insulated, wound, con-

nected, and then dipped/ baked in special 

epoxy per the company’s specifications. 

This represents a sizable opportunity for 

Horner Industrial Group but there is also 

the fact that we are helping to secure jobs 

for their employees by assisting them in 

keeping their customers happy as they 

rebuild their facility over the next year or 

so.

Opportunity Knocking On Our Door by: Mike Harper

  

Pallet/Mulch Manufacturer Rescue
  
A Saturday at midnight Horner rep Dennis 

Cardwell received a call from a local pal-

let/mulch maker saying that their 750 HP 

motor had broken the shaft. Dennis set 

into motion after hours to see if a motor 

could be located only to find the motor 

was a special OEM build and we could not 

quote the motor. Not being satisfied with 

this Dennis contacted Craig Hallett (Inside 

Sales Manager) for a meeting to see if 

we could find a motor that would come 

close and perhaps do some modifications. 

As it turns out we located a stock 800HP 

TECO-Westinghouse motor with the right 

shaft height, even though there were many 

differences we proceeded to see if we 

could make it work. After modifications to 

the motor by the factory and to the motor 

base made by Horner Fan & Fab, (includ-

ing a new 8 belt sheave) we were able to 

get the customer back up and running. 

This effort once again showed 

the Horner advantage by using multiple 

divisions to address the customers issues. 

Those included the sales department, 

motor shop, inside sales, fan & fabrication, 

as well as mechanical field service, and 

advice from our electrical field service. 



Drawing held in Two Weeks! 

The right answers will go into a drawing for 

a final winner. We will wait for all locations 

to receive before drawing.

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

If there are three cookies and you take two, 

how many do you have?

Answer: The two that you took

Last quarters winners:

$50 Gift card + Goodie Bag: Mike Cogswell, Indy

$25 Gift card + Goodie Bag: Janet Kenyon, APG

Horner Goodie Bag: Ben Norris, APG

Horner Goodie Bag:  Phil Paul, Indy

Brain Teaser       This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard 

Machines, Gearboxes, Pumps, Oh My!  
by: Richard Sledge  
Here at 916, they call us the 

Pump Shop but in reality we are 

more than just a pump shop. 

We take many different types 

of challenges, we try to take 

on about anything (with a few 

exceptions). The pump shop has 

worked on a variety of machines, 

like rebuilding a broach machine 

for an air systems manufacturer, 

to multiple gear boxes like the 

one in the back of the shop in 

the picture above. But our main 

focus is on pumps like the one 

Jerry is assembling above for an 

automotive parts manufacturer. 

This pump is for their wastewa-

ter sump pit. Mechanical Field 

Service pulled the pump and 

brought it to us and we disas-

sembled and had the coatings 

department repair the damaged 

areas: the impeller, columns, 

head and stuffing box. This 

whole job was completed in 10 

days from when MFS pulled it 

to reinstalling it back in the hole.

All in all I think everyone does 

a great job helping us make the 

Pump Shop work! So a big thank 

you to all of you. We can all walk 

with our heads high knowing we  

have so many awesome people 

around us that makes Horner 

the success that it is. Here is to 

a great 2020!!!!!!!!
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What Inspired You?
by: Craig Hallett

When I was a kid all of my friends 

and I had dirt bikes. We rode every-

day in what we called “The Baja”, a 

development in the country that was 

abandoned in the middle of exca-

vating work. So, we had all kinds of 

space with hills,  jumps and a small 

lake in the middle. This was our own 

paradise until one of the older kids in 

the group got a new 1975 Elsinore 

CR125. This bike was an envy of us 

all. The way the large diameter of 

the front laced wheel looked with its 

knobby tire, the sound the 2-Stroke 

made, and the mud flap on the front 

fender used to move to the rhythm 

of it idling. And man was this thing 

fast! Since that summer, I’ve wanted 

the Elsinore. For me, I behold all 

things electrical and mechanical. All 

the moving parts, seen or unseen, 

working together in harmony is 

maybe what I find fascinating. This 

is why I appreciate the field that I’m 

in. Everyday I get to contemplate 

moving parts made of steel and 

iron and electricity. Many of us in 

this field have similar stories to tell 

I’ll bet. Mine is no better than yours 

and you should tell yours too. Every 

generation needs an “Elsinore” of 

some type to capture the mind of 

kid that doesn’t know what he wants 

to do with his life. Last year I finally 

found my ’73 Elsinore. Currently it’s

in the middle

of a resto

-mod. 



Our Unique Employees and Their Families
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Horner Employees In Action

Kerry Fork, Indy Grand-
daughter in Scouts

Mike Croft, EFS 
w/ new

Grandson

Jim Kennedy, 
Coatings w/ Wife 

Karen 

Jeff Wilson, Sales 
w/ Nephew Asher

Hope McKay-
Miller, EFS 

Married! 

Mike Harper’s, 
Springfield, Wife 

Joyce w/ pet 
monkey 

Christmas at Phil 
Horner’s House

Domtar Paper Maintenance 
Team in Horner Gear

Charles Sifer’s, MFS, 
new pet Crayfish

Barb Spangler’s, 
HR, new pet

Jynx

Gus Bezy, 
Louisville, w/ 

Daughter on Job 
Shadow day

Brenda Swift, 
Accounting, w/ 

her Dad

Charlie Ming’s, 
Louisville,  

Grandaughter

Don Szeszycki 
w/ new 

Granddaugter
Olive Rose


